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INTRODUCTION 
OUR ORIGINAL AIM was the study of the analyticity of a function defined by an integral: 
Z(t) = 
s 
q,(x) t E l’, XEX 
I- 
where T and X are complex analytic manifolds, r is a compact cycle in X, qt(x) is a differ- 
ential form which is closed in X and depends analytically on the parameter t. 
Our work is an application of the ideas of Leray [l] and we deal particularly with the 
following two points of his paper: 
(1) The holomorphy of the function Z(t) as long as the cycle I- can be continuously deformed; 
(2) The study of the local ram$cation of Z(t) around its singularities, through the Picard- 
Lefschetz formula. 
As regards the first point, we give a “deformation theorem” which assures that there is 
no obstruction to the deformation of the cycles. As regards the second point, we extend 
the Picard-Lefschetz formula to the case where q,(x) is singular on a union of irreducible 
submanifolds of x. 
We are very much indebted to Professor RenC Thorn for his generous help and guidance. 
PART I: AMBIENT ISOTOPY DEFORMATIONS 
In what follows T is a$xed topological space (the parameter space). Let Y be another 
topological space ; a triplet Y --% T where x is a continuous map, will be called a projected 
space in T. Let 9’ c Y be any subspace of Y with the induced topology, and let B c T be 
any subspace of T with the induced topology. 
§l. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
(constantly used in what follows). 
We use the notation: (Y, Z> ; (9, n) ; (Y/B, n) ; (Y(B, TC), 
and sometimes simply Y ; 9’ ; w ; YIB , 
for the following projected spaces 
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Y”T;Y 
nlY ZlTt- ‘B nlSp n n-‘B 
---+T;n-‘B---+ B;Ynn-‘B-B. 
We notice that we have the inclusions of projected spaces 
(9, rr) c (Y, rr) and (P’IB, 7c) c (YIB, X> 
and that (YIB, n) is the inverse image of (Y, rc) under the map BAT. 
DEFINITION (I). Y is a trivial sub-fibre space oj’ the space Y if 
[**I: there exists a fibre trivialization of Y, which is also a trivialization of 9’. 
Explicitly, one can find a topological space 2, a subspace S of Z, and a homeomor- 
phism g of Y onto the product Z x T such that the image of Y under g is the product S x T 
and such that if (z, t) = g (y) then t = n(y). 
NOTATION (1). In that case we write 
I-7G-j 
Remark. The above property is stronger than the statement “ YA T, and Y* T 
are trivial fibre spaces”. 
DEFINITION (2). 9' is a trivial sub-fibre space of Y as a C” manifold 
[**co]:Y 1. T and the above trivialization g : Y-+Z x T satisfy: 
(i) Y, T and Z are all C” manifolds, 
(ii) 7c is a C” map, 
(iii) g-l : Z x T+ Y is differentiable with respect to t, the second variable. 
Explicitly: z E Z implies that the map =g -r : T+ Y defined by ,g-‘(2) = g-l(z, t) has a 
differential D,(zg-‘) for any t E T. 
Remark. Since g is bijective, the condition (iii) implies that if H is any vector field on T, 
then it has a well-defined inverse image (g -’ .H) which is a vector field on Y: if (z, t) = g(y), 
then the vector at the point y E Y is (g-l .H)y = D&g-‘).H,, where H, is the vector at 
t E T. 
For reasons which arise in applications, we do not impose any differentiability con- 
dition with respect to the variable Z, and instead require: 
(iv) If H denotes a Cm-vector3eld on T, then g -‘. H is a focally Lipschitzian vector 
field on Y. 
Explicitly: y E Y implies that there exists k > 0 such that in a small coordinate neighborhood 
of y we have Il(g-‘.H ),, - (g-l .H),,/I < klly - y’/I, where II. [I means any chosen norm in 
R* and p = dim Y. 
NOTATION (2). We then write 
(Y, n) ‘2 (Y, n) 
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Remark. 9’ is not even a topological manifold in general. 
DEFINITION (3). 9’ is a locally trivial sub-fibre space 9’ of Y (resp. of Y as a manijold) 9 : 
b E T implies that there exists an open neighborhood W of b such that 
(9/W, ic) ‘; (YlW, n) 
[*I 
(resp. [*a] : b E T implies that there exists an open neighborhood W of b such that 
**a 
(YIK’, n) = (YIW, n). 
NOTATION (3). We then write 
(9, n) ; (I’, 71) (resp.(Y, n) ‘2 (Y, 7c) 
62. A DEFORMATION THEOREM AND A COROLLARY 
ISOTOPY THEOREM. (Local behaviour in Y of the [* co] property.) 
If: (1) 77 : Y+ T is an open C” map of C” manifolds, 
(2) 71 is proper, 
(3) Y is open or is closed, 
then (a) and (b) are eguir:aZent: 
(a) (9,7c> F (Y, xl 
(b) any point y of Y has an open neighborhood N in Y such that 
+ + (9’ n N, n) ?(N, n). 
COROLLARY (1). Let T be a C” manifold and X a compact C” manifold. Let {Si(t)} be a 
family of closed C” submanifolds of X which Cm-depend on t E T and are in general position 
,for all t E T. 
If9 = ,vT [(U sici))> ] t c X x T, then (9, x);” (X x T, n). 
Proof of the theorem. We first introduce two lemmas. 
LEMMA (l).? Let F be a vector field on a C”-manifold Y. Jf F is Lipschitzian and has 
compact support K, then F generates a one-parameter group y(t) of homeomorphisms of Y. 
Proof. If y(t) is a l-parameter group of homeomorphisms generated by F, then for each 
fixed y the curve f w y(t, y), satisfies the differential equation dy(t, y)/dt = Fyct, ,,) with initial 
condition ~(0, y) = y, since 
dy(r, Y) 
dr (f) = lim 
/cv(f + h, y)) -f(y(& Y)) = 
h+O h 
= lim f(Y(k Y’)) -_f(Y’) 
h 
= F,,(f), where y’ = y(t, y) 
h-0 
7 Compare [2, Lemma (2.4)]. 
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But such a differential equation locally has a unique solution (since F is Lipschitzian), 
which is Lipschitz dependent upon the initial condition. Thus for each point of Y there 
exists a neighborhood U and a number E > 0 so that the differential equation: 
dy(t, Y) 
-= 
dt 
F 
?(r.Y) Y(O, Y) = y 
has a unique solution for y E U, ItI < E. The compact set K can be covered by finitely many 
such neighborhoods U. Let e0 > 0 denote the smallest of the numbers F. Setting r(t, y) = y 
for y $ K, it follows that this differential equation has a unique solution y(t, y) for ItI < c,, 
and all y E Y. This solution is a continuous function of both variables. Furthermore, 
r(r + s) = y(t) 0 y(s) providing that It/, IsI, It + sI < co. Therefore each such y(t) is a homeo- 
morphism. Now to define y(t) for t 2 co, divide t by c,/2; so that t = k. (42) + r where k 
is a positive integer and Irl < soi2, and set y(t) = Y(E~/~) 0 . . . 0 y(c0/2) 0 y(r). For negative 
t, use a negative integer k, replace y(co/2) by y( - c,:2), and iterate (-k) times. 
Remark. The homeomorphism y(t) : Y--+ Y is Lipschitzian. 
LEMMA (2). [See 3.1 Superposition lemma. Let Y c Y be a subset of the C” manifold 
Y. Let F,, F, be Lipschitzian vector fields with compact support in Y. Let y,, yz, y be the 
l-parameter groups of homeomorphisms of Y, generated by F,, F, and F = F, + F2 res- 
pectirely. (They exist by Lemma (l).) 
then the l-parameter group y Iealles ? 
of 9). 
Suppose that y1 and yz leave Y (globally) invariant, 
(globally) invariant, (w$here 7 meuns the set closure 
Proof. Call b(f) the composition of the homeomorphisms yl(t) and y2(t) of Y onto 
itself: P(t) = y,(t) 0 y2(t). Then /3(t) is a homeomorphism of Y which leaves 9 invariant, 
but t -/j(t) is not a l-parameter group. To prove the lemma WC showthat the uniform limit 
as n tends to infinity of the sequence of homeomorphisms h, of Y leaving Y invariant, 
h, = [P(t/n)J” (i.e. /l(t/n) iterated II times), is precisely y(t). (The value for t of the one para- 
meter group y generated by the superposition of fields F = F, + F,.) 
i.e. (L) : y(t) = lim p f n , I,-+ rJz [ 01 
in the uniform topology on the set of endomorphisms of Y. This is well defined since Y as a 
(paracompact) P-manifold is a metric and therefore a uniform space, and h, is the identity 
outside the compact K. 
Proofsf(L). Since F,, F, have compact support, it is sufficient to prove (I,) in the case 
when Y is the numerical space RY with the Euclidean norm 1; 1;. We have to prove that 
I I 
is of the order of 
I I 
or more precisely that for t fixed there exists B > 0 such that for any Y, 
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For this we use the fundamental identities: 
r(t) = Y ; 
IO1 
n 
and 
n-l 
&p8",~O&.g-'+l -tl*pp-*+l. 
We shall set r = r(t/n), /3 = P(t]n). We prove that cx .y - /I .y is of the order of 1/rz2 and that 
ar@-‘+’ .y - $/jp-r+l .y is of the order of l/n2, so that cl”.y - p”.y is of the order of l/n. 
The calculation is a standard one in the theory of differential equations and goes as follows: 
let M 2 0 be such that for all y E RP, ljF,(y) j/ + IIF, 11 < A4 < + co. Such an M exists 
because F, and F2 have compact support and are continuous since they are Lipschitzian. 
Let k 2 0 be a common Lipschitz constant for F,, F2, F =F, +F,. Now 
ff.y-p.y=y ; 0 .y - ylWn) 0 r2W .y = r7 - v2 - vl, 
where 
q=y ; .y-y- LF(y), 
0 n 
'12=~2 f .Y-Y-;F,(Y), 
0 
q1 = y1 i .y’- y’ -i F,(y) and y’ = y2 i .y. 
0 0 
But since y is generated by F we have 
r/n c 
9= 
s 
CFMr) .Y) - F .(y)l dz and y(r). Y - Y = 
s 
FM@. Y). de; 
0 0 
Therefore 
Il~ll d :.supllF(y(r).y) - F(y)11 dL.k.supjjr(~).?; - yjj < -$.tl.k.M. 
” 7 ‘1 r 
Exactly in the same way one gets 11~~ /I < l/ n2. t2 .k. M, and taking into account that 
y,(r).y’ - y = y,(~).y’ - y’ + (y’ - y}, one gets: 
j/q, 11 +2.k.M. 
Therefore for allyERP, lIcr.y-j?.yji< ljn2.C, where C=4.t2.k.M 
Now let y” = /3”-r+1.y, y, = cc.y”, y2 = /?.y”. Then 
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but 
where 
s 
0 
a(@) = Y(@.Y, - Y(@Y, = Y, - Y, + L-W~). YI> - W~).Y,)I dr. 
0 
The Lipschitz condition gives l/v(Q\l < ljy, - yZll + k st jlv(r)II dz, from which one easily 
proves that llu(Q\I d lly, - y,\jeke. Hence for all r E (0, . . . . n - l} and y E RP, 
thus 
// ;Xrtl/jn - r+l.y - cqIpn-r+l*yli < -$B,whereB=4.f2k.M.e”. 
Ily(t).y- [fi($]‘.y~~<~Bforallyt RP 
which ends the proof of the Lemma (2). 
Proof of the theorem. To prove that a* b, choose N = Y. The result is then obvious. 
Moreover, let y E Y, let t = n(y) and let N2 be an open neighborhood of t such that 
*If 
9’1 N2 c YIN2. Let (z, t) = g(y), let N1 be any open neighborhood of z in 2 and write 
N = g-‘(N, x NJ. Then (9’ A N, n) *c” (N, rr). 
To prove that b =S a it suffices to show that to E T implies 
+ there exists W(to) such that 
,103 
(YIK n) = (YIW, n). 
Due to the compactness of rc-‘(to), there exists a finite covering of n-‘(to) by open sets 
in Y of the form Nj (j E J finite) which satisfy + + . Now rc(Nj) is open in T. Let W(to) be 
the smallest (open) neighborhood of to among the rc(Nj). Then we can restrict (Nj, rr) to 
(NjI W, 71) and + + still holds. We still denote N’I W by Nj. One can suppose that W(t,) is 
a coordinate neighborhood and therefore that it is the open cube @ centered at to of RP 
with each side of length 2 (p = real dimension of T). Take t, as the origin of RP. Now let 
f be a fixed chosen positive C” function with compact support in Z?; and with value 1 on 
8f = kp (with each side of length 1) and let pj be a C” partition of unity of the C” manifold 
Yl W associated with the open covering N j. Let H be any Iunit constant vector field of RP; 
it is C” andfH is C” with compact support. Now for allj E .7, the hypothesis + + gives 
**cc 
(9 n Nj, 7~) c (Nj, x). Therefore g;‘fH is a Lipschitz vector field in Nj; also Fj =pjg;‘f H 
is a Lipschit:vector field on Nj with compact support and, when extended by the zero field 
in YI W, is a Lipschitz vector field on YIW with compact support. 
From lemma (I), Fi generates a one parameter group yj of homeomorphisms of YI W; 
this group yj leaves fixed 9’1 W. In fact from + + the trajectory of any point of Y I W either 
never meets 571 W or lies entirely in Y. Now let F be the Lipschitz vector field with compact 
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support in YJ W defined by F = 1 Fj, let y(t) be the one parameter group generated by F. 
jeJ 
From Lemma (2), y leaves 9’ invariant. Furthermore F admitsfH as horizontal component. 
Now specialize H to be the unit vector field parallel to the gfh axis of I?. 
Consider the canonical decomposition k’; = I?-r x I?’ where 
k’-’ = {t E @Ithe p”’ coordinate of t is zero>. 
8’ = {T E kf]all the coordinates are zero except the pfh}. 
Consider the continuous map g;’ : ( YI kp:“-‘) x k’ -+ Y defined by (y, z) -WV y(r, y). 
This is computible with the last coordinate projection since f H equals H on kf. It is 
compatible with the other coordinate projections for the same reasons. It is the identity 
when restricted to ( Y 1 kp- ‘) x (0) and it sends (91 kp - ‘) x k’ onto 9. Moreover, this 
fibre-map is a homeomorphism since it has the inverse gp defined by g,(y) = (7(-r, y), r) 
where r = n(y). We proceed by induction onp = dim T. 
When dim T = 0 the theorem is obviously true. 
Suppose the theorem true for T with dimension p - 1, where p > 1; we have to prove 
it for T of dimension p. It is trivial to verify that the hypotheses of the theorem are verified 
for the manifold ( Ylkp-‘, n) and the set (91kp-‘, n). Therefore the induction hypothesis 
means that there exists gp-r such that 
**311 
(yplkp-r, 7r)~cZ1(Y/kp-1, n). 
But now define gp by gp = (gp-’ x IdK,) 0 gpr i.e. by the composition of the fibre homeo- 
morphisms : 
BP 
y _(yl+-l) x j+ g”-‘xId 
A (X(&J x It’“-‘, x i-’ = x(t,) x I?. 
**a 
Then it obviously follows from the properties of gp that (9’lkp, rr) c (Y, x). This ends the 
4p 
proof of the theorem. 
Proof of the Corollary (1). Let r be the dimension of X and let n be the projection 
X x T+ T. For simplicity, suppose that the submanifolds Si(t) are of complex codimension 
one in X. The C” dependence on t means that every y in Y has a n-fibered coordinate 
neighborhood N,, such that 
yi = {tx, t)lx E si(t>II 
is the zero set of a function sI(x, t) which is C” in x and t. 
The generalposition at x,, in X of the manifolds si(to) means that: 
at y = (x,,, to), the X-gradient vectors 
* 2(x,, t,), i E I, are linearly independent, where 
I, = {ilx, E $(t,)}. 
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The general position in A’ for every t means that * is valid for every y in Y. 
Since ,4pi s closed in X x T, one can choose N,, so that i $ IY 3 NY n ,4pi = 0. Then the 
trivialization of v 9, in N,, is realized in the coordinate neighborhood, using the homeo- 
iel, 
morphism g given by the following change in coordinates : 
Xl 
x2 
-5 
9: 
x&l+1 
X, 
t 
Sip@, t) D(Sil9 ‘. ., Sip) 
Nx,, ..., $1 
# 0 in N, 
x,+1 
xr 
t 
Now, refine N,, so that its image gN, be a product; by this, the condition (b) of the isotopy 
theorem is realized, hence the corollary is proved. 
$3. Z-AMBIENT ISOTOPY: MAP, CLASS, SUBSPACE, COMPONENT 
DEFINITION (4). A map g1 : {Z, S,,} + {Z, S,}, Si c Z is a Z-ambient isotopy map of SO 
(from SO to S,) if there exists 9 c Z x I and g = (gt)ro [t,, t,,, where I is the line segment 
[to, tl], such thut 
(a) (9, 7~) r (Z x Z, n) (n is the second projection); 
(b) S, = 9;t,, S, = Ylt,; 
(c) g,, = the identity on Z, gt, = gl. 
The map g and therefore, the couple (g, 9) are called a realization of the ambient 
isotopy g , . 
DEFINITION (5). Two maps gl, g; belong to the same ambient isotopy class g1 if there 
exists (g, 9’) and (g’, 9’), realizations ofgl andg;, such that Y = 9” as subspaces ~j” Z x I. 
DEFINITION (6). The Z-ambient isotopy g1 is said to leave invariant C c Z if‘ 
(9 u (X x Z), n) : (Z x I, n). 
B 
PROPOSITION (1). Zf 
* 
(9,~) c (Z x T,x) (1) 
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and if SO, S, are,fibres qf Y at t,, t, E 7; then: 
(a) any path I--% tzI c T defines a Z-ambient isotopy class g1 from S, to S1. 
(b) two paths belonging to the same homotopy class in T define the same Z-ambient isotopy 
class gl. 
Proof, (a) 
(b) 
Observe that we have (.v”*, n*) 2 (Z x Z, n*) as inverse images of (1) 
under the map IA T; 
left as a homotopy exercise. 
DEFINITION (7). B c T is a Z-ambient isotopy subspace of T for 9’ 
if(.Y, n) c (Z x T, n), B is arcwise connected, and (.YIB, n) c (Z x B, rt). 
DEFINITION (8). B c T is a Z-ambient isotopy component for 9’ in T of b E B 
lf B is a Z-ambient isotopy subspace of Tfor Y and l~,flrrthermore B is maximal in T (for that 
condition). 
NOTATION (8). Szdz a B ltherz it esists is written B(b, Y, Z x T). 
A fundamental remark 
A Z-ambient isotopy class Q1 defines a homotopy class .;i, of homeomorphisms of Z 
sending S, onto S, . Therefore it also defines isomorphi.rms denoted by $, of (Co)homology 
groups (for any family of supports) 
;, : H(S,,++W(S,), jl : H(Z - S,,)HH(Z - S,), jl : H(Z)2 H(Z), 
and these have the desirable commutatirities. This remark plays an essential role each time 
that we use an ambient isotopy. 
An important example. If B = B(t,, Y, Z x T), then the homotopy group of B at 
t,, n,(B; to), is a group of operators for the group H(S,), H(Z - S,), etc., . . . (S, = 9’11,). 
$4. THE ANALYTICITY OF AN INTEGRAL. (APPLICATION OF THE 
ISOTOPY CONCEPT) 
PROPOSITION. Consider the integral 
o(t,) 
s- r S(G 
where : 
(4 
(b) 
(cl 
(S(t) = Oj is a topologically closed analytic subset of a complex analytic manifold .? of 
dimension n and depends analytically upon a parameter t E T, (T a comples analytic 
manifold); 
w(t) is a regular analytic wform on Z, holomorphically depending on t E T; 
F c Z - S(t,J is a compact cycle qf dimensiorz n. 
Suppose that 
(d) the set 9’ = u S(t) c Z x T satisfies (9, TC) & (Z x T, n) 
fET 
(This is the case when Z is compact and S(t) is in general position for all t.) 
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Conclusion. Then this integral defines at to the germ of an analytic function which can 
be analytically continued along any path of T and whose continuation at t, is 
4t1) s- l-’ s (t1) (I’ a convenient class of Hi(Z - S(t,)).) 
Proof (1) o is analytic and of dimension n so it is closed in Z. Since LS(t,) is an 
analytic set, w(t,)/S(t,) is closed in Z - S(t,). Therefore by Stokes formula the integral 
depends only on the class of I in H,“(Z - S(t,)). 
(2) I is compact, s(t) closed and o(t)/S(t) is analytic at t,, so one can C- 
differentiate under the summation sign at t,. Therefore the integral defines the germ 
of an analytic function at t,. 
(3) Choose any path ~(0) = tx in T. There corresponds to it, by hypothesis 
(d), an X-ambient isotopy class of S(cz(O)) in Z, which induces a continuous deformation 
of the class of I in Z - S(cc(0)). Furthermore, due to the compactness of I at t = to and 
the fact that S(or(0)) is closed in Z for every 8, this continuous deformation of the class 
of r along G1 can be represented by a step-wise variation of I. This ends the proof. 
DEFINITION. The integral - 
s 
o&J 
r Wcl) 
is said to be of standard form at t, E T zf the above 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) are verzfied. 
COROLLARY. If 
s 
&cl) 
- 
r S(t,) 
is of standard form at t, E T, then it defines at t, thegerm of an 
analytic function I, which can be analytically continued along any path of B(t,) c T where 
B(t,) is the X-ambient isotopy component in T of to for 9’ = u S(t). 
tET 
Remark. It is worthwhile to notice that although to may appear as a singularity of some 
branch of the (non uniform) analytic function (with singularities) 1, on T, nevertheless no 
such branch can be reached by paths lying exclusively in B(t,). 
Remark on possible extensions of the isotopy theorem 
The two main tools of the proof were: 
(i) the superposition lemma: this allows, by superposition of the associated vector 
fields, the patching together of local ambient isotopies. 
(ii) the compactness of the fibre X: this allows the building of a vector field with 
compact support and hence the application of J. Milnor’s lemma [2]. 
But we remark that: 
(i) the first tool still applies if one requires that the deformation group keeps invariant 
not only a subset 7, but each member of a (possibly infinite) family of subsets 
Fi(i E Z) ; hence aJirst extension of the theorem is obtained. 
(ii) the compactness condition of X can be removed by replacing the condition (b) 
of the isotopy theorem by the following one: 
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(b’) there exists an open covering Nj of Y such that 
** (Yn Nj, rr)‘:(Nj, 7t) 
ej 
for all j E J and such that gj is the identity map, except ,for a Jinite number of 
relatively compact Nj s. (cf. the notion of stable di&omorphism [4]). 
PART II: THEOREMS OF DECOMPOSITION 
The main purpose of this section is Theorem 3; a weaker form of which is: if 
{C i, . . ., C,} are algebraic submanifolds of codimension one of $2” in general position 
and well behaved at infinity, then the singular homology with coefficients in $Z of their 
complement in $72’ decomposes into the direct sum of the singular homologies of each qf their 
intersections one by one, 2 by 2, . .., p by p. 
The vanishing lemma 
LEMMA (1). Let Y be a topological space and let C’ 5 Y be a subspace of Y. Zf given any 
compact K of Y, there exists a corresponding Y-ambient isotopy of X’, ok, which sends X’ 
outside K: cr,(X’) = kC’ c Y - K, then the compact cohomology restriction map : Hz(Y)-% 
H,4(C’) is the zero map. 
Proof. If h is any compact cohomology class in H,‘(Y) one has to show that i*(h) = 0. 
Let o E h = h(w) be a chosen representative for h. It vanishes outside some compact Ko 
for which one can find by hypothesis a Y-ambient isotopy okw of C’ such that cko(Z’) = 
k°C’ c Y - Kco. 
Let ik, be the inclusion map koX’ c Y. Observe that: 
&,,(h(~N = 0, 
a;, is the identity map, 
(ikw(~kkol~‘)* is an isomorphism, 
the following diagram is commutative: 
.* 
I 
HZ(Y) - WC’) 
$ t 
4*, 
I I 
(Oko 1 c’)* 
.* 
I 
fc( r> - k0 H:(k”C’) 
Therefore i*(h) = 0. 
52. COMPACT COHOMOLOGY DECOMPOSITION FOR SPACES 
THEOREM (1). Let Y be a paracompact topological space, and let C,, &, . . . X, be aJinite 
family qf closed subspaces of Y : Xi c Y. 
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Hypothesis. Suppose that for all compact K where K c Y, and for all i E ( 1, . , p} = J 
there exists a Y-ambient isotopy oki of thefamily {XI, . . C,} nAich 
(a) maps Xi outside K : a,i(C,) c Y - K and 
(I3) leaves invariant Cj, for all j # i. 
Then for compact cohomology with coeficients in a ,field, or cohomology modulo the 
torsion if coeficients in Z there is a (non canonical) decomposition 
H~(Y - U Cj) = 
,,Cp~...pphHY-“’ 
C ‘(Y n C,) 
.i jEh 
= 
/tcP(l, p: jsh 
where P(J) is the set of subsets of J, Ihl is number of points of h, 
dh :~I~-I”I(Y n Cj) -+ Hz(Y - u Zj) 
jeh jeh 
is the h-iterated coboundary defined in the course of the proof. 
Proof. By induction on p: 
(1) For p = 0 the theorem simply states that H,“(Y) = Hz(Y) and we define 6” = the 
identity [a = the empty set]. 
(2) Suppose the theorem is true for 11 - 1. Let 
C’ = IEIU &u . . u Ip_I, c = Z,. 
ThenZ-C’k Y-C’isaclosedsetcf Y-C’(whereA-BmeansA-.4nB)and 
the exact sequence of a closed set reads: 
il,Hc4-1(C-C’)___?_)Hc4(Y-C’uC)- H,4 (Y- C’) i’ H,” (C - C’) 
But i* is the zero map while the Y-ambient isotopy gkp leaves C’ fixed and sends C outside K, 
and so its restriction okpI Y - C’ is a (Y - C’)-ambient isotopy and sends C - C’ outside of 
K - C’. Now one can choose for K any compact subspace of Y - C’. Thus Lemma (1) 
applies and we get the exact sequence 
-% Hz-Q - C’) -J, H:!(Y-C’uE)+H;(Y--C’)--O+ (1) 
which splits by the hypothesis on the coefficients of the cohomology: 
H;( Y - C’ u C) = aH;- ‘(C - X’) @ H:( Y - C’), 
where the coboundary 6 is injective. 
The induction hypothesis applies to Hz(Y - Z’). It also applies to H,4-‘(Z - C’). In 
fact the restrictions ck, IC, . . . . c~,_,IZ are C-ambient isotopies of the family 
fc n Ci~i~(l,....p--ll 
of closed subsets of I: and satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Therefore : 
and 
H;- ‘(E - C’) = h,LP(IO,,~_I)Gh’H~-l-‘h”(~hr:Ci), 
H;( Y - Z’) = @ @H[i- l”zl( y n x.) C I 9 
h2CP(l,-...p-l] If2 
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Now we define inductively the iterated coboundary by 
(noticing that ~‘5~ is an injection), and observe that 
P{l, . ..) p;. = P(1, . ..) p - 1: u [/I = {p) u II, 111, E Pjl, . ..) p - l}]. 
This ends the proof. 
Remark. Anticommutatirity. The fact of labelling the subspaces C, by the set (I, 2, . . ., p) 
implicitly introduced an induced order on the set h c P(1, 2, . . ., p). A permutation of this 
labelling for two indices entering in I1 will change 6” into (- 6”). 
53. COMPACT HOMOLOGY DECOMPOSITION FOR MANIFOLDS 
I’HEOREM (2). 1~ addition to the hypothesis of Theorem (I), n’e suppose that Y is a complex 
analytic manifold and that {CJ is a family of complex analytic submanifolds of Y, of complex 
codimension one and in general position in Y. Then 1r.e have, for the compact home logy (modulo 
the torsion) the (non canonical) decomposition 
Hi(Y - u Xi) = @ iihH_jhj( I’ n Xi) 
I bcP(i,"',p) 1, 
lvhere ah is the h-iterated coboundary operation of L,eray [I] and is defned in the course of 
the proof. 
Proof. Recall that the statement “{CJ are in general position at x E Y” means that the 
differentials d Xi, evaluated at x and concerning the surfaces containing x are independent. 
Also the statement “{Zi} in general position in Y” means that this is so for all x E Y. Thus 
n Ci is a complex analytic submanifold of Y and is of complex codimension Ihl. Observe 
i E h 
that in the exact cohomology sequence (1) given in the proof of the Theorem (1) : 
(1) -2 fy'(E - C') d 
0 
- HZ(Y - Z' u C) - HZ(Y - C’) -, 
(C - C’) is a submanifold of (Y - C’) of complex codimension one. Also Y - X’ u C is a 
manifold of the same dimension as Y and Y - 1’. All (as complex manifolds) are canon- 
ically oriented. Therefore we may apply to each member of the above sequence (l), the 
PoincarC isomorphism cp and get the exact sequence: 
0 a* jr 
d If;_, (C - C’) -H:(Y-C’uZ)- H;( Y - C’) -“, , 
wherej is the inclusion (Y - Z’ u C) c (Y - C’) and 
/ 6*=cpo6o(p-’ 1 
is by definition the coboundary operation of [l]t f or I tomology still denoted by 6. The rest of 
t Strictly speaking, the sign comeniion of [I] is different: denoting by 2% the one he uses we have 
se0 = (_l)l+dlma ** 
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the proof goes as in Theorem (1). Now ah is defined inductively by ah = 6 0 ahX, and is called 
the h-iterated coboundary operation of [l] for homology defined by the (ordered) subset 
h c (1, . . . . p}. Also dh is anticommutative. 
Remark (1). The given proof also works for real topological oriented manifolds by 
replacing the hypothesis that Ci is in general position in Y and of complex codimension 1 by 
the hypothesis that for all h c (1, . .., p}, n Ci is a topological (closed) submanifold and 
is of real codimension 21hl; otherwise retaimng the hypothesis of Theorem (1). 
Remark (2). In addition, the conditions on the codimension can be relaxed and we get 
a similar formula except hat the homology 6 operator no longer has degree + 1. 
THEOREM (3). Let {S”, S,, Si} be aJinite family of compact complex analytic submani- 
folds in general position of codimension one in the (complex) n-dimensionalprojective space P”, 
where S, = H” - $?’ = H”!- ’ is the hyperplane at infinity and (i’, i) E J’ x J. 
Let Y=~ASi’,~i= YnSi,foralliEJ. 
.I’ 
Then the (co)homology decomposition : 
H’,(Y - U Z*) = 
ieJ h E P(J) h 
holds with the same notation as in Theorem (2) (resp. 1). 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove: 
LEMMA (2). For all compact KC $?” andfor all i E J, there exists a Y-ambient isotopy 
oki leaving invariant all the C’s except Xi, which is sent outside K: oki c Y - K. 
Proof. Use homogeneous coordinates z = (x,,, x) = (x,, xi, . . . . x,,) E $Z”” - (0). 
Consider S,, = P”,- ’ as defined by x,, = 0, &” as deIined by x0 = 1 and P” as the quotient 
space z N 2,~ (2 E $Z - (0)). Let $Z’+l - {0)&H” be the natural map. Then by the 
theorem of Chow and the hypothesis there exists an irreducible homogeneous polynomial 
fi (resp. fi’) E C[z] such that Si (resp. S”) is the image under r of the null set of fi(xO, x) 
(resp.y’(x,,, x). We may suppose that the point z = (1,0) belongs to none of the S, and by 
a relabelling, that i = 1. Then, there exists B(0, p), a closed ball in P” - S,, = $Z”, centered at 
(1,0) of radius p > 0 and lying outside Si, S’ for all i and i’. Then, let 1 E $Z - (0) and define 
‘fI(x,, x) = fi(nx,, x) and ‘22, to be the null set of “fr(l, x). 
Thus IS, = S, and B(0, Q) does not intersect IS,. But the family B(0, Q) is cofinal 
in the family of compacts of $2” = H” - S,, therefore given any compact KC $?‘, “S, lies 
outside K provided 111 is large enough. 
Now we prove: 
LEMMA (3). The set L c & - (0) of A’s such that {S’, . . . . Sp’, S,, ‘ISI, . . . . S,} are not in 
generalposition is an algebraic subset of q - (0) ( since 1 $ L, we have L # $Z - (0) and there- 
fore L is a finite set in $Z - (0)). 
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Proof. In fact, A EL if and only if the following (n + 1 + p + p’) x (1 + p + p’) 
matrix has rank strictly inferior to 1 + p + p’. 
*&f= 
1 af “/ax, afilaxo 
0 af “Iax afilax 
x0 f’ 0 
\ 
\ 
(fr is everywhere 
replaced by “f,) 
But each determinant which can be extracted out of “M is a homogeneous polynomial, and 
elimination theory shows that L is an algebraic set. And therefore Lemma (3) is proved. 
Now to end the proof of Lemma (2), we observe that: 
u usi’usou”slu...us, 
[ 
x(n}~Pllx[qz-{0)-L]. 
A J 1 
(This is due to the Corollary (1) of the isotopy theorem.) And we take CJ to be the ambient 
isotopy class associated with any sufficiently long line segment% of c - (0) u L. This ends 
the proof of the Theorem (3). 
APPENDIX TO PART II 
For later use, we note: 
PROPOSITION (1). The coboundary operator of LeraJj: 6* is functorial. 
This operator was defined in Theorem (2). The category on which this functoriality has a 
meaning is as follows. 
An object is a couple (Z, S) consisting of an oriented C” manifold Z and a (topo- 
logically closed) oriented C” submanifold S of real codimension two in Z. 
A morphism (Z, S)-% (Z’, S’) is an isomorphism of oriented topological manifolds 
g = Z-+Z’, which by restriction to S or to Z - S induces an isomorphism of oriented 
topological manifolds: g : S-S’ (and therefore g : Z - S-+Z’ - S’). 
Notice that an ambient isotopy gives rise to such morphisms. 
Proof of the proposition. Since there is commutativity of the cohomology diagram : 
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(q5 stands for the families For c, 
see Part III) 
Ht-’ (S)L H; (Z - S) 
and of the diagrams (commutative by the very definition of 6*): 
H;-‘(s) 6 - H$(_Z - S) 
I 
qJ6* p I (cp is the Poincare isomorphism, cf. Appendix III) 
H$- * - i(S) - H;_,(Z - S) 
therefore the only thing to prove is the commutativity of 
H$(:) (9 ‘I- 1 ---+ H;( Y’) 
vl Iv* 
H!‘- *(Y) - H!-.(Y’) 
where g : Y-+ Y’ is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of topological manifolds of 
dimension n and therefore g*[p] = [$I, where [cl] and [II’] are the fundamental classes of the 
oriented manifolds : 
Ccl1 E H:(Y), WI E ff:U”). 
Now the isomorphism of Poincare q (resp. I$) is nothing but the cap product by the 
fundamental class: q(a) = a n [cc]. This ends the proof since under any continuous map 
g : Y+ Y’ of topological spaces, one has for the cap product: H,$( Y) 0 Hf( Y) 2, 
H,“_ P( Y) the formula: 
(Cf. Appendix III.) 
PART III: DUALITY BY POINTWISE INTERSECTION 
LEMMA. Let R be a (paracompact) oriented C” manifold with real dimension r, let 
S’ = s, u s, u . . . u S,, be a union of orientable C” submanifolds, in general position in l2 and 
topologically closed in Q. Then the dual space of H~(Q, S’) @ p is H,“(e - S’) 0 e, where 
p + q = r = dim R and where H,“@ - S’) is the (closed-in-R)-homology of (l2 - S’) (see 
Appendix). 
The duality originates from the (algebraic) intersection of surfaces; i.e. through the 
bilinear form : 
I 
H,F(Q - S') &I H;(R, S’) - Z. 
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More accurately, if h E Hi(Q, S) @ C and cr E H,“(e - S’) @ $I?, then 
Z(a, h) = (alh> = s (C 0 c~-‘)(4 h 
where cp is the Poincare isomorphism (defined in Appendix III), G is the Godement iso- 
morphism (defined in the present proof) and the integral s is, by the Leray-DeRham strong 
duality, nothing but the cap product (defined in Appendix III). 
Proqf The proof is by induction on p, the number of manifolds. 
LetS=S,,andS”=S,u...uS,_,. ThenS’=SuS”. 
We still use the notation S - S” as a short-hand for S - (S” n S). The proof now is that 
in the one-page diagram: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
We start from exact triple (2) of cohomology of a closed subset, for the family F of 
supports. We observe that all its spaces are manifolds by general position argument. 
We orient them (canonically if possible). 
We apply to (2) the Poincare isomorphism cp (extended by Cartan, for more general 
families than the family of all the compacts).t This defines the exact triple (1) and the 
Leray coboundary homology operator 6 (which differs in sign of the original operator of 
[ll). 
We apply to each member of the exact triple (2) the Godement isomorphism G (valid 
for a paracompact space, a closed subspace and coefficients Z or C’, cf. 151; this gives the 
exact triple (3). 
To start the induction 
Take S” = @ = the empty set. Then the integral defines the horizontal line of (3) as the 
dual of the horizontal line of (4). In fact this is just the De Rham theorem for a C” 
manifold [l, pp. 115-1201. (Observe that H@) is just the ordinary cohomology of R 
in dimension p.) 
The induction step is: 
the integral sum is a bilinear form between triples (3) and (4). Suppose it defines the 
horizontal line of triple (3) as the dual of the horizontal line of triple (4), then [l, pp. 
115-1201 it defines the top groups of triple (3) as the duals of the top groups of triple (4), 
and therefore of triples (2) and (1). 
Now observe that if p + q = r, then j,# (G 0 cp-‘) c is the usual pointwise intersection 
(011~). (And if p + q # r, the cap product [(G 0 q-la] n h is the usual intersection 
Z(a]h) with dimension p + q - r.) 
Note that the five lemma proves directly that in our case the Godement homomorphism 
G exists and is in fact an isomorphism. 
Remark. As an important auxiliary result, we get the formula: 
/(doih) 
t Cf. Annex III for the definition of p. 
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H@ - s u S”) 
I 
I 
\a 
(1) F-Homology \ \ 
H;Q (- S”) - H*F(S - S”) 
B 
Poincare-Cartan’s is0 = q 
/I 
(2) F-Cohomology 
Godement’s iso = G 
(3) CohomoZogy 
Duality (cap or j> 
(4) HomoEogy 
H;(g-SuS”) 
1 i*‘\ 
H@ - Y) - HjZt(s - S”) 
II 
H*(R, S u S”) 
I 
\ 
\a 
p’ i* \ \ 
H*(R, S”) - H;(S, S”) 
$ 
H’*(!2, S u S”) 
I 
\ \a 
P \ 
!Y 
H”,(R, S”) c-- H’,(S, S”) 
I 
6 = Leray cohomology for the 
F-homology (up to sign). 
(G. P.) =z. everything is a 
manifold. 
exact triple of a closed set 
(Sj closed in Q) 
Paracompact spaces, closed 
subspace, coeff. 2 or C. 
(usual relative cohomology) 
(coefficients in C) 
8 = usual boundary 
(usual relative homology) 
Remark. The exact sequence (4) is not the exact sequence associated to the triple 
(R, S u S”, S”): it differs from it by an excision isomorphism: H:(S u S”, S”) N H,‘(S, S”), 
due to a neighborhood retract property of S n S”. 
APPENDIX TO PART III 
Classical results on : 
Family of supports-Cap product-generalized PoincarC duality [6] 
DEFINITION. A family of supports $J in a paracompact topological space X is: 
S, : a family 4 of closed sets of X such that 
S,: AEcpandBE4aAuBE4 
S,:AE+ 
A’ closed subset of A 
=>A’Ef$ 
S, : A E q5 =>3N(A), a neighborhood of A, such that N(A) E 4 
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DEFINITION. $I and $ being tn’o families of supports in X, )ve define the family I$$ by 
AEC$$.C+(AECjandAElj). 
Examples of families (we shall use each of them). 
4 = F(X) the family in X of all the closed subsets of X, 
4 = F(_X - S) the family in X of the closed subsets of X which do not intersect the closed 
subset S, still called the closed-in-X-family of X - S, 
(p=C the family in X of the compact subsets of X (if X is locally compact, or if S, 
is disregarded). 
@ - SINGULAR HOMOLOGY OF X (with coefficients in Z). 
Case I. 4 is the family F(X) of all the closed subsets of 2,. 
Let _??, = Horn (A,, X) denote the set of singular n-simplices of X and let C,(X) 
denote the usual complex of singular chain groups, where C,(X) is the abelian free group on 
8,‘. Let C%(X) denote the complex of abelian groups constructed as follows: let Cc(X) be 
the abelian group of locally finite linear combinations of the singular n-simplexes of X. That 
is to say: if (di)isr is a family of distinct singular n-simplices with (compact) image Fi in X, 
then the infinite linear combination y = cl~7i~i belongs to C%(X) if and only if every point 
has an open neighborhood which intersects only a finite number of the Ois. We call support 
of such a chain y the union of its Ois; it is a closed subset of X. 
Obviously C,(X) c C,“(X). The boundary operator C,“(X)& C,“_,(X) is locally 
induced by the usual one: C,(X) o’, C,_,(X) and therefore a 0 d = 0. Let H:(X) denote 
the homology in dimension n of the complex C:(X). 
DEFINITION. H:(X) is the nfh group of the F(X)-singular homology of X. 
Remark. X-VW H{(X) is a covariant functor (say, on the category of proper maps). 
Case II. 4 is any family of supports in X. 
Obviously 4 c F(X) (cf. axiom S,). Let C:(X) c Cc(X) denote the subset of CL(X) 
composed by the chains with support in the family 4. C:(X) is a subgroup of C,‘(X) (cf. 
axioms S, and S,). The image K,?(X) in Cf_ ,(X) is in fact in C$_ ,(X) (cf. S, and S,). 
Therefore C$’ is a complex of abelian groups. 
DEFINITION. The &singular homology of X is Ht(X), the homology of the complex 
C$(X). 
Remark. Axiom S, was not used in this definition and therefore the usual singular 
homology of X is nothing but Hi(X). (cf. Example (3) : C#I = c.) 
Remark. (4, X&WV H!(X) is a covariant functor (on an obviouscategoryof topological 
spaces with family of supports). 
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Recall of the main theorem of singular homology theory 
DEFINITION. A family of “small sets” of X is a family 9 of subsets of X which is stable 
for inclusions (i.e. A E .F and B c A implies B E 9) and contains an open covering of X. (This 
concept is quite different from that of family of supports.) 
We pose: _Zf = {a E X,115 E F} and %C,(X) = the free abelian group on 135, hence “C,,(X) 
4 C,(X) is an inclusion of complexes. 
Now the main THEOREM is: the homomorphism $H,(X) L*+ H,(X) of the homol- 
ogies of these complexes induced by i, is an isomorphism. 
Similarly, given any family $ of supports, define 
“C:(X) = (U = Cn$Ji E C$(X)j5,i E S} 
then *C:(X) & C:(X) is a subcomplex of C:(X), and a corollary of the proof of the main 
theorem is (using the local finiteness) that i induces an isomorphism: 
“H$(X) 1* H!(X) 
@ - SINGULAR COHOMOLOGY 
Case I. f$ = F(X). 
Let C*(X) denote the usual complex of singular cohomology. Thus C’(X) = Zzn = 
the group of Z-valued functions on 8, = Horn (A,, X). The cochain CI E C”(X) is said to 
vanish on an open subset U of X if ~(a) = 0 for every singular simplex (T with support 
5 in U. 
DEFINITION. The support of c( is the complement of the union of the open sets on which it 
vanishes. This is a closed set which we denote by cji. (Remark that CY does not necessarily 
vanish on the open subset X - E.) 
We define Cf(X) as being C*(X) and H,*(X) as being its homology. 
Case II. 4 is any family of supports in X. 
Let C;(X) c C:(X) denote the subset of C;(X) composed by the cochains with support 
in 4. Axioms S, and S, imply that C,*(X) is a complex of abelian groups. 
DEFINITION. The &singular cohomology of X is H,*(X), the homology of the complex 
C:(X) just defined. 
Remark. (4, X)+VV Hz(X) is a contravariant functor (on an obvious category of 
spaces with family of supports). 
CAP PRODUCT. Let Ap+,. be the polyedron with vertices (0, 1, . . ., p + r} ; call its 
p-front face the polyedron pA with vertices (0, 1, . . . p} ; and call its r-back face the 
polyedron A’ with vertices {p, p + 1, . .., p + r}. 
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DEFINITION. If a : AP+r -+ X is a singular simplex, we call the p-front face pi and r-back 
face u’ of a, the restrictions p~ = olpA and ~9’ = crlA’. 
DEFINITION. The cap product is the bilinear mrrp Cp(X) x Cp+r(X)S C,(X) induced by 
(x, a)+-6+cz(%).~r = M n 6. 
Formula 1 
c( n 20 = (da) n c + (-)dimad(cr n a) 
Formula 2 
(wheref: X-+ Y is a map of topological spaces). The very easy proof of these formulae is 
left to the reader. 
PROPOSITION. 4 and $I being two,families of support in X, there exists a homomorphism 
q(X)0 q+ (Wr-, r l?(X). 
Step I. Let CI E C$(X), since Cp(X) c C;(X) there exists a group homomorphism 
CI n : C;+,(X) -5% C,?(X), defined by 
y = Cn,a,mcc n y = Xni(a n ci) (axioms S, and S,). 
Step II. By the third axiom S, of the family 4, there exists a neighborhood N(Z) E 4 
of the support Z of CI. 
Step III. By the definition of the support ji of c(, there exists an open covering _U of 
X - 2 such that if G is a singular simplex such that CJ c uj for some uj E _U, then 
c( n CT = c@‘~).d = 0 (since then prs c Uj). 
Step IV. The family 9 = _U u N(E) defined by A E 9 o(A = N(E) or A E _U) generates 
a family still called B of “small sets” of X, hence one can consider by restriction the homo- 
morphism a n : “C%+r (X)+*Ct(X) which by step three is in fact a group homomorphism 
** M n : “C~+r(X)‘-v~qx). 
Step V. By Formula 1, if I is a cocycle then ** is an homomorphism of complexes: 
CI n : sC~+,(X)-+“C$ti(X), and hence an homomorphism of their homologies 
~H~+r(X)-%g’H~~ (X). 
Step VI. Still by Formula 1, this homomorphism is the zero homomorphism if CI is a 
coboundary. 
Step VII. By use of the canonical isomorphisms of the main theorem, we define the 
homomorphism H:+,(X) *H?*(X) as the double arrow which makes the diagram 
commutative : 
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an 
-$L(x) - ““H?(X) 
Then, Step VI ends the proof of the existence of the homomorphism: 
HZ(X) @ H;+,(X) -A Z$v(X) 
COROLLARY. Zf $ = F(X), the family of all closed sets of X, then #$ = c$F(X) = 4. 
hence the homomorphism: 
fq(X) 0 H,F,,(X) n - H?(X). 
The PoincarC homomorphism cp 
In case where the topological space Xis an oriented connected paracompact topological 
manifold of dimension n, then there exists a preferred generator [p] of the F(X)-homology 
in dimension IZ : [rl] E H:(X). Therefore there exists a preferred homomorphism: 
nbl 
q-f;(X)- H;(X); 
rp 
this homomorphism q is the PoincarC homomorphism. 
POINCAR~ THEOREM. The aboce homomorphism q is an isomorphism. Hence q-’ has a 
meaning. 
DEFINITION. The homomorphism H:(X) x Hz(X)+ H$q-n given by (a, b)-wv 
(q-l a) n b is called the intersection homomorphism in homology for the oriented manifold X. 
Remark. If X is as above and S is a closed set which is a neighborhood retract, then 
H;(X) = $H,(X, X - K) and H:(_X - S) =&H&X - S, X - Ku S), where L, is the 
K 
projective limit along the compact sets K of X. 
The elementary proof of the above Poincare generalized theorem is too long to be 
given here; the proof by sheaf theory [7] can be sketched as follows. 
I. For any paracompact topological space X, 
6) 
(ii) 
form the singular cohomology differential graded sheaf 9’*(X) and the singular hom- 
ology differential graded sheaf W,(X), associated to the obvious presheaves: 
u-W&+ c*(u) for Y’*(X), and 
V-~zh- C,(X, X - V) for W,(X), 
(U, V are open sets in X, C*, C, the usual singular (co)chain groups.) 
form the bilinear homomorphism of sheaves [n]: 9’*(X) x V*(X) Q V.+(X) defined by 
the following construction: 
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X being paracompact, hence normal, for every open set U of X there exists an open set 
I’ such that vc U; hence for such couples (U, V) we have the cap product homo- 
morphism of usual singular (co)homology C’(U) 0 C,+,(V, U - V)l C,( U, U - V). 
But by excision C,(X, X - I’) = C,(U, U - V), hence a germ of homomorphism of 
presheaves 
(vcu)~[c~(u)~cp+,(x’x-~)_2_, C,(X, X - VI 
which induces the [n]-homomorphism for the corresponding sheaves. 
one shows that the sheaf yp(X) is soft for all p [5]. 
using the main theorem for singular (co)homology, one shows that the differential 
sheaf G!?*(X) is 17omotopically fine [6, 71. Hence the cohomology in dimension q of X 
with values in that sheaf is zero: Hq(X, %‘*X) = 0 for all q 2 1. 
For an oriented connected topological manifold of dimension n, 
we have the following homomorphism of right resolutions of the constant sheaf 2 
6 s 
O-+Z----+Y 0 -9’ -9 2. 
where p = il is the image in %‘, of the generator 1 E Z. ([p] is the fundamental class of X) 
and np = [n]!~ is defined in (ii). 
Now the use of (iii), (iv) and of a fundamental theorem of cohomology theory [9], ends 
the proof. 
PART IV: PICARD-LEFSCHETZ FORMULA 
0. THE QUESTION IS: 
What kind of singularity does the germ of analytic function defined in the corollary of 
$1.4 acquire at a frontier point of the ambient isotopy component B(t,, y)? 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
We give the answer only for the simple case where: 
the analytic subset s(t,) of Xis the union of a family in general position si(t) of complex 
analytic submanifolds of codimension one (recall corollary 1, $1.2). 
the frontier of B(t,, y), around the point in question, is made of one-complex analytic 
submanifold L of T, and L is of codimension one. 
for t EL, the surfaces 5’i(t) are in general position in X except for an isolated point 
x,(t) E X (zero-pinch), where these (hyper) surfaces present a non degenerate quadratic 
contact (as will be explained in detail in 81). 
The answer is given in $2 which describes the variation of a homology class 
h&X - s(t)) E Hi(X - S(t)) under the ambient isotopy $ associated to a loop z around L. 
01. ZERO PINCH AND QUADRATIC ZERO PINCH OF (SI, S2, . . . &J 
The situation which we call quadratic zero pinch (sometimes loosely called simple 
pinch) is the following. The manifold Y = i x T admits a local map y+v+ (x1, x2, . . . x,, r) 
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such that 
(1.1) S, :sr EX1 ,=o 
&-~:S,-~=X,,_~=0, 
(1.k) S, :s, ~x~+x~+,+..~+X,2-((X*+Xp+...+X,_1)-~(t)=0 
where k(t) is a holomorphic function of t. 
Now, for k(t) # 0, there is general position; for k(t) = 0, there is general position for any 
subfamily of {St, . . ., S,}, but not for the whole family; (‘“)S = S, n Sz n .., n S,, has for 
local equation (in the manifold S1 n S, . . . n S,,,_,) that of a quadric 
x:+x;_, + . . . +x,24(r)=O 
(which has a quadratic point for k(t) = 0). 
DEFINITION (1.1). We say that the system has a quadratic zero pinch at the point x1 = 
xz = . . . = x, = 0 for k (t) = 0. This terminology originates from the following considerations: 
If the system {Si)i=l,..., nl is not in general position at a point x E (m)S = S, n . . . n S,,, 
this means that the_following set of equations for fixed t 
(1.2) r- iflai~k =O k=l,2,...r 
[ si(x, t) = 0 i = 1, 2, . . . . m 
is sati@ed at x by some C(i not all zero. 
DEFINITION (1.2). Zero pinch of the famiZy (S,, . .., S,}(t). 
If in a neighborhood oft, E T, the system has no non-triaial solution except for t EL, a 
subset of T, and tf‘Jt E L, the solution of (1.2) is unique in x and (up to a homogeneous factor) in 
M’S, then we say that the system {S,, . . . . S,} has zero-pinch at x(t) (for t EL). 
One should notice that L is an analytic subset of the parameter space T. For our prob- 
lem, we are only interested in the L’s which are (locally) (analytic) submanifolds of co- 
dimension one.7 
Remark. From the implicit-function-theorem, x(t) and q(t) are analytic functions of 
t EL. 
DERNITION (1.3). The (analytic) set L is called a Landau-surface due to motivations from 
physics. 
Characterization of a quadratic zero-pinch 
A quadratic zero pinch is characterized as a zero pinch point such that the Hessian of 
S,, in (m-l)S = S, n . . . n S,,, _ 1 is d@erent from zero. 
Remark (1.4). For a zero, non-quadratic, pinch, the local equations are the same as the 
t Otherwise T-L is simply-connected and fi is isotopic to the identity. 
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set 1.1 except for the last manifold S,,, which may then be expressed in the form : 
(1.4b) s, : s, =f(x,, x,+1, *.*, x,) - (x1 + x2 + . . . + X,-l) - k(t) = 0 
where f is an analytic function subject o certain restrictions. 
52. THE PICARD-LEFSCHETZ THEOREM 
(2.0). This theorem describes the automorphism $* of homology groups Hg(X - s(t)) 
& H$(X - s(t)) induced by the X-ambient isotopy $ associated with a loop oft around L. 
(L is the quadratic zero-pinch surface.) 
STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM. This automorphism $* is given by: 
(2.1) whenq#ror,incaser=m-l,whenq=r=m-1 
** 
h&X - S(t)) -wv h,(X - S(t)), the identity map. 
(2.la) in case r # m - 1, $* is given by 
h,(X - S(t)) +k+ h,(X - S(t)) + ne(X - S(t)) 
where the vanishing class e( X - S(t)) and the integer n will be dejined in the proof. 
In order to simplify the notation, we choose: 
T = $Z and L = (0) (i.e. k(t) = t) 
and we denote 
Ch’S = Si, n Si, n ‘.. n Si, 
(,,,S = Si, U Si2 U a.. USi, 
where (h) = {iI, i2, . . . . i,,} c (1, 2, . . . . m} with the induced order. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM: the idea is to refer to what happens in (“‘)S. 
(2.1). Step I: localization 
We isolate in X the pinching point x0 by a ball neighborhood W. For example in local 
coordinates such that 
(2.la) 
We choose 
Then, for ItI c 1, the surfaces Si(t) intersect the frontier l@ = {xl llx/l = 1) in general 
position. Then, using the isotopy theorem and remark (ii) following it (cf. Part I) one gets 
the 
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LOCALIZATION LEMMA (2.1) 
(2.11.) The ambient isotopy of {si(t)} in X attached to any path in 0 # It/ < 1 Ieaces the 
boundary ~globally invariant, thus inducing : 
an (inner) ambient isotopy of{Si(t)} in i7: [lxll d 1; 
an (outer) ambient isotopy of {Si(t)} in X - W; 
(both coinciding on rir), furthermore 
(2.12) The outer ambient isotopy is defined ecen for a path going through the point t = 0, 
so that its class depends only on the endpoint of thepath. 
COROLLARY (2.1). For any closed loop in 0 # ItI < 1 the resulting ambient isotopy $ is 
isotopic to (and so may be chosen as), the identity map outside W. 
COROLLARY (2.11). Jfthe class h(X - (,,S(t)) contains a cycle lying in X -CH,,S - W, it 
is invariant under any loop in 0 # ItI < 1. 
2.2. Step II: homology in W 
(2.20) Notice that in W all the (h)S are homeomorphic to euclidean spaces except fo 
cm)&!?(t). 
(2.20a) (“‘S(t) is the complex (r - m)-sphere in $ZYrnS-’ : 
‘“‘S(f) : x,5, + . * . + x,” - t = 0 
(this is also valid for m = r + 1, in which case the empty set is considered as the sphere with 
dimension minus one) and it can be retracted? onto the “real” (r - m)-sphere 
xi + . . . +X.,2-t=O; 5! 
( Jf’ . ..’ 5 rea1 . ) 
This real sphere, when oriented, defines a cycle, the class of homology of which e(‘“‘S n W) 
E &_,,, ((“?S n W) is the unique generator of the reduced-homology group &$‘“)S n W). 
DEFINITION (2.2Oa). e((“)S n W) is called the vanishing cIass of (‘“)S n W (in fact, it 
z;anishesfor t = 0). Thus, for all (k) c (1,2, . . . . m> such that (k) # (1,2, . . . . m> we have: 
(2.21) 
r 
B$((% n W) E &(W) = 0, in every dimension, 
Bc,(‘“)S n W) = 0. in every dimension except 
R’_ ((“I’S n W) # 0 
in dimension r - m where, 
r m 
(2.21a) 8:_,(@‘S n W) = J: the infinite cyclic group. 
LEMMA (2.21). The following boundary sequence is a sequence of isomorphisms: 
D a a 
I% ( W, (,,,S) - fi,C_ 1(S1 n W, Cz...,,,jS) - . . . - 
a a 
E_k((l...k)S n W, Ck+ l...,,S) ---+ . . . - E?&((YS n W) 
8’” T 
t A complex n-sphere is diffeomorphic to the tangent fibre space of the real n-sphere. 
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Proof. Put 
H; = Rc((k)S n W, $), 
with (h) and (k) disjoint subsets of { I, . . . . m} and the convention (*)S = W, cO,S = 0. 
Notice that Ht depends only on the numbers h and k, and not on the particular set of 
indices inside (h) and (k), thus one can build up with the help of exact triangles of homology 
Hf: i ” k+l - H, 
the following diagram : 
H11, \ 
P T\ a 
where only the triangles P \a 
i\ 
are exact. 
, 
But formula (2.21) tells us that all the groups of the lowest line are trivial except H,“, and that 
shows that all lowest 8’ \are isomorphisms : then the same reasoning applies one line above; 
etc . . . ; so that the upper diagonal provides the boundary sequence of the lemma. 
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DEFINITION (2.21 a). The generators of the groups of Lemma (2.21) are called the vanishing 
classes of the corresponding spaces, and denoted by 
a a a a 
e( W, o&-f e(S, n W, (2...$)+ “’ +e (‘l”‘k)S n w9 (k+ l...m)S)+ . ..le((“)Sn W) 
I e m w - f 
I am I 
LEMMA (2.22). The following coboundary sequence is a sequence of isomorphisms: 
k&fk’s n w - (k+l...m)s) + . . . + Hr-m((m)s n wj 
I am I 
and all the other groups of these homologies are trivial (except for H&,_,@“‘S n W)) with the 
convention H,F(““)S n W) = Ri((‘“)S n W) when (“‘)S n W is compact. 
Proof This sequence is deduced from the boundary sequence of Lemma (2.21) by the 
duality intersection Lemma (cf. Part III). 
DEFINITION (2.22a). The generators of these groups are caNed the co-vanishing classes of 
the corresponding spaces and denoted thus: 
a 
E(W - (,,,,s) - . . . L ITS n W - 
t 
I 
(k+ I...,jS) L . . . L c(@% n r) 
am I 
The kronecker or intersection index is given by: 
LEMMA (2.23). KZ[s(W - &_S), e( W, ,,,S)] = + I 
LEMMA (2.24). Zf r # m - 1, the homomorphism : 
H,‘_,( (“8 n W) z Hz (W - (,,,,S) 
is an isomorphism. (6” = iterated coboundary). 
Proof. The decomposition Theorem (3) of Part II holds here. Therefore one has 
H;(W - &3) = 0 #‘Hf_ ,,,,(@)S n W) 
hc{l, . . ..m) 
and the Formulae (2.21) end the proof. 
DEFINITION (2.24). Let i, be the homomorphism Hi( W - (,$) + Hi(X - (*,S) given by 
the inclusion W $ X. We denote by 
e( W - &S) E HE(W - &9, e(X - t&S) E K(X - o$) 
the classes defined by 
(2.23) 
e( W - cm,S) = 6” e(‘“‘S n W). 
e(X - &S) = i, e(W - Cm,S) = i*F e’“‘(S n W). 
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2.3. Step III: The W-trace or trace-in-the-ball-W homomorphism 
Intuitively, the W-trace: ZZ$(X - Cm,S) --+ H,F(_W(,,S) - (for example), is the natural 
homomorphism defined by taking the geometrical trace of a cycle of X - (,“,S in the ball W. 
The precise definition goes as follows: 
As before let W be the open ball in X centered at x0, let @ be its frontier. This is a 
compact submanifold of X of real codimension one, and it is a neighborhood retract in w 
(the closure of W); let K be a compact of W. 
The W-trace homomorphism is given by the composition indicated in the diagram : 
Hf(X-w-s)+H”,(X-S)~H’,(X-S,X-W-S) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
! 
excision 
\ 
W-trace ‘y H;f;( w- S, I#- S) 
homomorphism \ 
‘\ I 
H,F(_W-S)=& H$(W-S, W-K-S) 
(Cf. the remark in Appendix III, after “Poincart theore:“.) 
2.4. Step IV: Proof of the Picard-Lefschetz theorem 
This can be formulated more accurately now: 
THEOREM (2.4). One loop of t around L induces an automorphism II/ of H,‘(X - S(t)) 
which is: 
(2.1) the identityfor q # r and, (in case r = m - l), for q = r = m - 1; 
(2.la) forq=r#m- 1, themapde$nedby: 
h,(X - (,,S(t)) A h,(X - c,,S(t)) + ne(X - c,+(t)) 
where e(X - (,,S(t)) = i,G”e(‘““S n W). (Cf. Definition (2.23).) 
(r-m+l)(r-m+zj 
n=(-1) 2 ~Xh,(X - c,jS(0), e(W, ~,,$(O)l 
where 6” is the (m)-iterated coboundary operator of Leray as defined in Part ZZ, Theorem (2). 
Here e((“‘)S n W) and e( W , c,,S(t)) are the vanishing classes (Cf. Definition (2.2)) and KZ 
is the kronecker index. 
2.41 
We have the following diagrams where we shall prove that the squares are commutative 
6 6 6 
(1) H;(X - ~$9 - H;_I(S, n X - (2 . . . ..I ,S) - . . . - H”_ (‘“‘S) 4 ,,, 
1 
W. IV. 
I I 
W* 
b a a 
(2) H,F( W - cm,% - H,F_ ,(S n W - Cz...mjS) - . . . - HF- 4 ,,, (@‘)S n W) 
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(3) Kr-,w, (?$> a 
a a 
-Hzr_q_~(S1 n W,(2...& - ..* - H;r-q--m((m)S n W) 
a a 6 
(4) HF(W_ - cm,S) - HI_ ,(S, n W - p...,,S) - . . . - HF_ q m ((% n W) 
I 
YaT 
I 
var 
I 
YBT 
6 
(5) Hi( W - @OS) tfH;-,(S, A w - (2...mp) - . . . L H,‘_,((“)S n W) 
1 
i* i* 
1 I 
i* 
(6) fCj(X - cm,S) ’ 
d 6 
- qs, - (z..+$> - . . . . . . . . . - IF_ (‘“‘S) 4 m 
where: 8 is the boundary operator 
6 is the Leray coboundary operator 
W, is the trace-in-the-ball homomorphism 
i, is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion W & X 
var is the variation homomorphism which is about to b; described. 
2.42 Description of var 
Let +* be the one-loop-around-l-automorphism of H$(X - s(t)) under investigation. 
We call Var (for Variation) the homomorphism defined as the difference: 
Var = ($ - Identity) : H$(X - ,S(t)) + H$(X - S(t)) 
PROPOSITION (2.4). Var can be factorized by W, and i, through a new homomorphism 
var as follows : 
Vk31 
H,“(X - (m,S)- ep - @$) 
I 
W* T i. var fq_W - (m,S) - fqw - (m,S) 
and more generally 
Var 
H$s - $3) 
I 
- ff;(ks - k’s) 
W* Tie 
H$kS n W - kS) 2 HG(kS n W - k’S) 
(k = {1,2, . . . yk} k’ = {k + 1, k -t 2, . . . m}) 
Proof. This is nothing but a paraphrasing of the Corollaries (2.1) and (2.11) of the 
localization Lemma (2.1) of Step I. 
In fact Corollary (2.11) implies the factorization War of Var by i, 
Var 
ff;(X - (m,S) - H:(X - cm,S) 
\ War 
\ i* 
‘\ I 
fqw - (m)S> 
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since the variation of a cycle of (X - (,,,S) has to be a cycle of W - CmjS. Also Corollary 
(2.1) implies the factorization of var War by W;, 
fqx - (m,S) 
I \ 
WI I \ War \ 1. 
J 4 
YBT 
“y”(W - (,,)S) - fqw - (,?$> 
since the variation of a cycle of (X - c,,,,S) is the same as that of its image in W, provided 
one keeps point-wise fixed its intersection with the frontier @of W, this defines var. 
The same reasoning applies to the other groups of the chain. A fundamental point is 
the commutativity of the squares which is obvious since the boundary and coboundary 
operators are functorial (Cf. Proposition (l), Part II). 
Furthermore the duality under intersection is preserved by isotopy since this is so for 
the cap-product. 
2.43 
Now by the Lemma (2.22) of Step II, the group Hl( @’ - cm,S) is zero unless q = r. 
Hence Var is the zero homomorphism if 4 # r. It is also the zero homomorphism if 
r = m - 1 and q = m - 1. In fact the chain (4) of the diagram (2.41) is a chain of isomor- 
phisms and the last group on the right is that of the empty set, so its var homomorphism is 
zero. 
This proves Formula (2.1) of the theorem. 
2.44 
Now if q = r # m - 1, the chains (2) (3) and (4) of the diagram (2.41), are chains of 
isomorphisms, with as last groups on the right respectively 
Hr_‘_((“)S n W), H:_,((“)S n IV), Hf-‘_,((“‘S n W) of (@)S n W) 
Now take into consideration: 
(i) The fact that chain (4) is a chain of isomorphisms when q = r (Lemma (2.22) of step II); 
(ii) The commutativity of the squares of the diagram (2.41); 
(iii) The factorization Var = i, var W, 
We get the fundamental formula 
(2.44) 
Var h,‘(X - cm,S) = 6”i, var [(Gm)-‘Iv&(X - ,,,S)] 
[and notice that [(hm)- ’ WJ$(X - ,,,S)] E H~_,(‘“‘S n W)] 
This formula is validfor any zero-pinch. (We took the precaution to index with an (a) 
all the reasoning specific of the quadratic zero pinch.) 
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2.44a 
Now for the specific case of the quadratic zero pinch (“‘)S n W is isotopic to the complex 
(r-m) sphere S’-“. Let y be the generator, chosen by the orientation, .@“‘)S n W) = y of 
H ‘_ I m (‘“‘S n W) = H’_ r m (Y-“). 
Now the classical form of the Picard-Lefschetz theorem for the sphere as quoted by 
Leray [l] is that 
var y = 11” e(Y-I”) = n” e((‘“)S n W) 
(r-m+l)(r-m+z) 
where n” = (- 1) 2 
and e(‘““S n W) E H,‘_,(‘“‘S n W), is the generator dual to y : 
(iv) 
(4 
64 
We 
Now we use: 
KZ[s((")S n W), e((“‘S n W)] = + 1 
The factorization by W, of the Kronecker index 
11’ = KZChf(X - ($3 e(w, ~,+?I = U3~&(W - &9, e(w, &91; 
The iteration of the formula (6alh) = ((r16h) of the duality by intersection. 
(KZ[,] = (I), Cf. Part III); 
The duality by intersection of the infinite cyclic groups 
Hf_,,((“)S n W) and H~_,((“‘)S n W), 
obtain (6”)-’ W, H,‘(X-C,tS) = E’E((~)S n W) = n’y, thus get the formula 
where n = tin” and 
e(X - (,$) = i,iP e((“)S n W) 
L 1 
This ends the proof of formula (2.la) and therefore the extension of the Picard-Lefschetz 
theorem. 
Remark. Recall that our sign convention for 6 differs from that of Leray [l]. 
LOCAL RAMIFICATION OF THE INTEGRAL. 
The variation of the integral 
f 
0) Z(t) = J ; h S,(t) ... S,,(t) where & is an holomorphic r-form in X 
when t makes one turn around a Landau surface L corresponding to a quadratic zero pinch 
for the family (S,, , S,,} (Cf. Definition (1.2) Part IV) is given by the formula: 
(2) 
i.e. 
. . . 
P 
(V ar I)(t) = 
? 
CL 
idme(~m)SnW) s,(t) . . . S,(t) 
(3) (Var Z)(t) = (274” ?’ ; e((m)S n W) reSm S,(t) . . . %I(0 
where (274” res”’ is the transposed (with respect to the integration) homomorphism 
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mx - (m)S) - _Ez; -y)S) 
of 
H’,(X - cm,S) 25 H;_,(‘“‘S) 
An explicit way of calculating (274”res m is given in the Leray’s [l] paper on the residue 
theory. One should notice that the integral (3) deals with a form of degree r - m whereas 
the integral (2) deals with a form of degree r. (For physical reasons, the analytic function 
Var I is sometimes called the absorptive part for L of the analytic function 1.) 
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